What Would You Do?
At the Oregon Flu Summit & More in August, we asked what one area of immunizations you would target if you had the
opportunity to run your own program. Then we collected your answers and found some very interesting results. Here you
have an opportunity to learn from others and also see that you have quite a bit in common.
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What Did You Call It?
You came up with awesome names. Here are some of the most creative.

FluBusters

#Who’dYouRub?
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Flu Ala Cart

Ready, Set, Vaccinate

How
Would You
Do It?
To the right are the
top nine strategies
addressed in your
programs. These
are the ways you
feel your
immunization plan
would be most
effective.

Marketing and Media
Campaigns
Marketing is the most common
element in your programs. You
provided examples such as flyers,
pamphlets for parents, awareness
marketing in schools, and bigger media
campaigns aimed at communities with
low vaccination rates.

Motivational Interviewing
and Talking to Patients
Twelve groups stated they believed
talking to patients and understanding
their hesitation is a critical component
for increasing vaccination rates. This
also explains why so many attendees
said they wanted more training and
specific strategies to use when
engaging with patients.

Incentive Programs
Whether as an added wellness benefit
with insurance or simply a bribe,
incentive programs accompanied many
ideas presented at the Flu Summit.
One interesting idea: “get a shot, get
your house cleaned”.

Community Education

One third of you believe immunizations
are a collaborative process that
requires pulling in community leaders
and educating populations through
schools, neighborhoods, cities and/or
religious institutions.

Training Providers

In addition to educating the public,
providers are also seeking training.
This training includes better ways to
talk about immunizations with parents
and teens, motivational interviewing,
information about new vaccines, and
ALERT IIS updates.

Scrubbing Charts and
Using Patient Records
Many of you identify opportunities for
improvement within the clinic setting.
Included in this category is checking
patient records for immunizations
(even in acute appointments), strong
communication among all staff, and
running reports in ALERT IIS.

Increasing Access to
Vaccines
Identified by you as flu carts in the
office or mobile vaccinators; increased
access can be placed within a clinic
setting or a school or workplace. Some
groups also believed that adolescents
should be able to access vaccinations
without guardian.

Policy Changes and
Mandatory Vaccination

Health Care Worker
Immunization Programs

Groups targeting teens or low
vaccination rate communities
sometimes addressed the concept of
altering policy to require vaccinations.
This is especially true for HPV, which is
not currently a required vaccination.

Only a mere 8% of attendees
recommended or made mention of
increasing health care worker (HCW)
immunization rates. I hope this means
you are getting your flu shot!

